DECEMBER 2012 SPECIAL EDITION

This year’s Christmas Party was held at the Cramer’s. As you can see by the pictures we ate well and also had a fun time. Each person shared a story, event or memory of their school days. Seeing how the theme of the party was “An Old Fashion Schoolhouse Christmas” we had a quiz. Each person was given a slate, chalk and an eraser to write their answers on. (a new experience for most of us)

Gail shared some interesting articles from days gone by, such as those Santa Clauses that we colored, cut out and put together with joint pins, a dunce cap, straight pen/nib, sample of the Palmer Method (penmanship exercises), and hand held pencil sharpener. She also showed us her new/old NCS school lockers that she acquired and painted this past year.

After much sharing and reminiscing about our experiences in school, we voted on the person amongst us that most deserved (?) to be presented with the Dunce cap. Guess who?

Marge Decker, Barbara and Terry Warner
Barb Warner
Steve Collins
One nice thing about living in a small town, is that when I don’t know what I’m doing, someone else does.